


1) Tearaway Magic  

2) Tearaway Magic Fusible  

3) Hoop Magic  

4) Cutaway Magic  

5) Dissolve Magic  

6) Dissolve Magic Sticky  

7) Water Soluble Magic  

8) Heat Magic  

9) Sheer Magic  

10) Sheer Magic Plus  

11) Web Magic  

12) Web Magic Lite 

13) Template Magic  

14) Quilt Magic 

15) Quilt Magic Plus 



Eco-Friendly Light  Tearaway Stabilizer 
 
This eco friendly tearaway stabilizer is ideal for airy, open work embroidery designs on light 
cottons and linen.  It’s unique because it is made up of partially water soluble fibers.  By 
wetting the design once it is complete the stabilizer is easily torn away without distorting 
stitches or harming any delicate fibers of heirloom quality fabrics. The design will retain the 
non-soluble part of the stabilizer throughout the life of the garment; keeping the embroidery  
looking smooth.  Any remnants of the stabilizer around the design will wash out through   
multiple launderings.   
 
This product is also available in printable 8 ½” x 11” sheets making it ideal for paper/
foundation-piecing designs and templates. Try the fusible version of Tearaway Magic when 
doing embroidery on loosely woven versions of the fabrics mentioned above that tend to shift 
during the hooping and embroidery process.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To use Tearaway Magic: 
 

Sizes available:  12” x 10 yds, 20” x 10 yds, 8.5” x 11” sheets 

• Easy to remove from around delicate embroidery or machine stitching. 
• Won’t shadow through light colored fabrics. 
• Eliminates countless hours of “picking” out stabilizer remnants. 
• Super stable and will support about 8,000 stitches if the design is well-digitized. 
• Perfect for stabilizing satin stitching when doing machine appliqué. 

1. Hoop one layer of the stabilizer within the frame with the garment or fabric.  Be sure 
to use a piece at least one inch larger than the outer parameter of the  embroidery 
frame. 

2. Embroider the design.  *Tip – If the design is denser than 8,000 stitches or if it is a 
poorly digitized design (too many stitches for design size), float an additional layer of 
Tearaway Magic between the hoop and the bed of the machine for each additional 
8,000 stitches for added support! 

3. Remove the hoop from the machine and from the garment. 
4. Tear away as much of the Tearaway Magic stabilizer as possible *Optional - Wet around 

the edge of the design using a sponge, foam paint brush or envelope sealer. Wait 
about 5 seconds to allow the water to activate the water soluble portion of the stabi-
lizer. 

5. Stabilizer remnants will continue to wash out in the laundry with a mild detergent and 
agitation. 



Eco-Friendly Light Fusible Tearaway Stabilizer 
 
Use Tearaway Magic to embroider your most delicate woven fabrics with perfection!  The light 
fusible coating will prevent stretching of the fabric during the hooping process and will       
prevent the design from shifting while your machine is embroidering.  The crispness of      
Tearaway Magic helps to prevents puckering yet leaves behind soft, flexible embroidery        
because the fibers are partially water soluble.  For use when embroidering linen, cotton,      
batiste, shirt weight denim, silk and more. 

To use Tearaway Magic Fusible: 
 

**NOTE: All irons heat differently.  The iron temperature given above is a starting point.  If you 
find that you are not getting a good fuse, slowly increase your irons temperature until you 
achieve a good bond between the fabric and stabilizer. 

 

Sizes available:  12” x 10 yds, 20” x 10 yds 

• Easy to remove from around delicate embroidery or machine stitching. 
• Won’t shadow through light colored fabrics. 
• Eliminates countless hours of “picking” out stabilizer remnants. 
• Super stable and will support about 8,000 stitches if the design is well-digitized. 

1. Fuse one layer of the stabilizer to the back of the fabric/item.  Be sure to use a piece at 
least one inch larger than the outer parameter of the hoop to insure proper                      
stabilization.  *Important – Use a low temp (260°F (120°C) Silk Setting) on your iron.  Do 
NOT touch the surface of your iron to Tearaway Magic Fusible, press from the fabric 
side or use a press cloth (muslin or cotton).  

2. Hoop the stabilized fabric.  Try to achieve “tight as a drum” tension. 
3. Embroider the design.  *Tip – If the design is denser than 8,000 stitches or if it is a poor-

ly digitized design (too many stitches for design size), float an additional layer of Teara-
way Magic (non-fusible) between the hoop and the bed of the machine for each addi-
tional 8,000 stitches for added support! 

4. Remove the hoop from the machine and from the garment. 
5. Tear away as much of the Tearaway Magic as possible. *Optional - Wet around the edge 

of the design using a sponge, foam paint brush or envelope sealer. Wait about 10          
seconds to allow the water to activate the water soluble portion of the stabilizer. 

6. Stabilizer remnants will continue to wash out in the laundry with a mild detergent and   
agitation. 



Pressure Sensitive Stabilizer 
 
We often encounter embroidery situations that require “hoopless” style embroidery.  Such as 
when we are trying to place embroider on a neck tie, hand bag, collar, napkin corner, cuff or 
sock.  Certain types of fabrics like velvet, corduroy or leather can also present a challenge 
when trying to place the item in the machines embroidery frame.   
 
With Hoop Magic Stabilizer embroidery in almost any area is achievable! Hoop this               re-
markable stabilizer, remove the release paper and then stick your item to be embroidered in 
place, it is that simple!  Enjoy the stability of a firm yet flexible stabilizer that will support all 
types of embroideries on most fabrics. 
 
To use Hoop Magic: 
 

**Tip – Hoop Magic will support a design around 4" x 4" in size with a stitch count of 8,000 or 
less. If your design is larger or overly dense for its size you will need to add more stability by 
using one of the methods described below.  
 
Method 1) Use one or two layers of Tearaway Magic as a "floater" under the hoop. There is 
no need to baste or use spray adhesive to hold these layers under the hoop, they will simply 
be caught in the stitching under the fabric and will give the design the fibers it needs to lay 
smooth in the fabric. 
 
Method 2) Prep the fabric or item to be embroidered with Sheer Magic and then stick it 
down to Hoop Magic. 

 

Sizes Available: 12” x 10 yds, 20" x 10 yards 

1. Place one piece of Hoop Magic in the embroidery frame with the paper side facing up.  
2. Draw an “X” on the surface of the paper with a straight pin taking care to not             

puncture the stabilizer. This will perforate the paper so that it can be torn away to ex-
pose the sticky surface of the stabilizer within the hoop. 

3. Stick down the item/garment to be embroidered and smooth out any wrinkles.  
4. Stitch your design!  
5. Remove the stabilizer by gently tearing it away from around the design. If the design 

does not have an outline (this perforates the stabilizer), place your thumb on the edge 
of the stitching to protect it while pulling away the stabilizer. 



Sheer Fusible Cutaway Stabilizer 
 
Give your delicate knits and stretch fabrics a secure foundation without adding bulk when  
embellishing with embroidery or needlework.  Cutaway Magic is a non-stretch, fusible        
cutaway stabilizer with a unique embossing pattern that provides a light yet solid foundation 
for most types of embroidery designs.  The temporary fusible coating keeps your fabric from 
shifting during the embroidery and hooping process and eliminates the need for messy spray 
adhesives.  Because of the stabilizer’s sheerness, you will enjoy soft results with no ugly 
square shadowing through the front of the garment along with a flexible embroidery design.   
 
 

To use Cutaway Magic: 

 

*Tip!  If embroidering knit, don’t forget to use topping! 
*Tip! To get extra support on large or problem designs without adding bulk, try crossing two layers of the 
fusible mesh, one at 90°and the other at 45°.  This will offer a tremendous amount of stabilization without 
stiffness. 
**NOTE: All irons heat differently.  The iron temperature given above is a starting point.  If you find that 
you are not getting a good fuse, slowly increase your irons temperature until you achieve a good bond be-
tween the fabric and stabilizer. 

 

Sizes available:  12” x 10 yds, 20” x 10 yds 

• Will support around six to eight thousand stitches on an average size, well-digitized 
embroidery design (4” x 4”). 

• Will not shadow through on light weight cottons and knits. 

1. Cut a piece of the stabilizer at least one inch larger than the hoop size you are planning to use. 
2. Fuse the entire piece of the stabilizer on to the back of the garment using a low to medium temp, 

dry iron (260°F (120°C) Silk Setting).  When pressing the stabilizer on to the garment, the iron       
surface should touch the fabric, NOT the stabilizer. Use a press cloth or sheet if necessary. 

3. Hoop the garment and place the embroidery frame on to the machine. Complete the layout and 
centering of the design. 

4. Important!  If the design is denser than 6,000 stitches or if it is a poorly digitized design (too many 
stitches for design size),”float” one layer of Tearaway Magic between the hoop and the bed of the 
machine for each additional 8,000 stitches for added support! After the design is  complete the 
tearaway can be torn away leaving just the soft mesh against the skin. 

5. After the design is complete, remove the garment from the machine and embroidery hoop.  To     
remove Cutaway Magic it may be necessary to re-heat the stabilizer and peel it back gently to the 
design and trim. 



Woven Water Soluble Stabilizer 
 
Use Dissolve Magic Stabilizer to create elegant perfect lace, free standing embroideries or   
appliqués.  Stabilize your most sheer, delicate fabrics such as organdy and netting for flawless 
embroidery!  Enjoy the stability of a woven stabilizer that truly supports your stitching and 
then will completely rinse away leaving soft embroidery behind.  Most designs only require 
one layer! 
 

• Create free standing lace and use just one layer for most designs 
• Perfect for making appliqués, decorative pins and/or 3-D embroidery. 
• Rinses clean leaving no messy residue 
• Use as a topping for wide satin stitch designs on high pile fabrics for perfect results! 

 

To use Dissolve Magic for free standing lace and/or embroideries: 
1. Hoop one layer of the stabilizer within the embroider frame.     
2. Embroider the design. 
3. Remove the stabilizer from the hoop and trim away as much as possible. 
4. Rinse away the remaining Dissolve Magic using cool water.                                       *Tip 

– If your desire is to have the lace stiff, simply get the embroidery wet.  Don’t rinse! 
Once it is wet, the stabilizer will be absorbed into the stitching and will dry stiff. 

 

**Note:  Not all lace is considered “Free Standing”.  If your desire is to have your embroi-
dery stand on its own, please make sure that the packaging states that the design is for 
“Free Standing Lace Embroidery”.   
 
*Some lace embroideries may require the use of two layers of Dissolve Magic if it is overly 
dense or stitch intensive. 

 

Sizes available:  12” x 12 yds, 20” x 12 yds 



Pressure Sensitive, Woven, Water Soluble Stabilizer 
 
Use Dissolve Magic Sticky for delicate embroidery in hard to reach areas or for fabrics that can 
be damaged by the hooping process.  Place Dissolve Magic Sticky in the embroidery frame, 
score and peel back the release paper and then stick down items to be embroidered.  Ideal for 
light designs on handkerchief corners, Pashmina shawls, napkin corners, and silk collars or 
ties.  Also use for fabrics or materials that can’t be hooped such as ultra-suede, balsa wood, 
fleece and more. 
 

To use Dissolve Magic Sticky: 
1. Place one layer of the stabilizer in your embroidery hoop, paper side up. 
2. Score the release paper with a pin or needle and peel back to expose the sticky    

surface of the stabilizer. 
3. Stick the garment or item to be embroidered in place and smooth out any wrinkles. 
4. Embroider the design.                                                                                                          

*Tip – Use a slow machine speed of 600 stitches per minute or less. 
5. Remove the garment or item from the hoop.  Pull back and trim away as much of 

the stabilizer as possible. 
6. Rinse away the remaining stabilizer using room temperature water.   
 

*Tip – It is necessary to use “soft” water to get optimal rinse results with this product.  If 
your water is hard or has high mineral deposits it may be necessary to add a water          
softener to the bath while rinsing your garment. 
 

Sizes available:  12” x 10 yds, 20” x 10 yds 



Water Soluble Topping  
 
Water Soluble Magic is an essential tool every embroiderer needs in their stabilizer selection!  
Use this clear topping on the surface of most fabric types to keep stitching elevated and       
relaxed.   Water Soluble Magic dissipates with the touch of water and will leave your            
embroidery smooth and flawless!  
 

To use  Water Soluble Magic as a Topping: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Tip – If your embroidery design is a satin stitch type embroidery and/or doesn’t have an out-
line, use a wet Q-Tip to go around the edge of the design before tearing any of the Topping 
away.  This will prevent any distortion of the stitching.  

 

Sizes Available:  10” x 10 yds, 20” x 10 yds 

• Use on high pile fabrics such as fleece, terry and towels 
• Use on textured fabrics such as corduroy, seer sucker, and velvet. 
• Use on knits and lycra/spandex. 
• Use to shield some fabrics from hoop burn 
• Once opened, keep Water Soluble Magic sealed in an airtight bag or container 
• Trace battenburg lace, free standing embroidery or quilt patterns on to Water Soluble 

Magic for an easy short cut template! 

1. Place the stabilized garment in the hoop and secure the hoop on the machine.   
2. Complete the centering and alignment of the design. 
3. Cut a piece of Water Soluble Magic slightly larger than the size of the design and place 

it on top of the fabric. 
4. Secure the Topping to the surface of the garment with tape or by moistening the       

corners. 
5. Complete the embroidery. 
6. Tear away as much of the topping as possible.  Remove any remnants by moistening 

with a damp cloth, Q-Tip or steam from an iron.  



Heat Soluble Topping/Stabilizer 

 

Use Heat Magic to keep embroidery stitches elevated and uniform on the surface of high pile 
and textured fabrics.  Because Heat Magic is removed with the touch of an iron, it is ideal 
when embellishing or embroidering luxury fabrics such as velvet, silk, and linen.  Heat Magic is 
essential when stitching on household basics such as towels, fleece and more in order to keep 
your embroidery dense and the background fabric from peeking out through the stitching. 

To use as a topping:  
 

To use as a stabilizer:   

*To clean your iron of any residue, heat the iron up to its highest temperature and 
move the irons surface back and forth over a wet towel firmly.  Iron cleaners such as 
Dritz and Niagra work as well.   

 

Sizes Available:  10” x 10 yds, 20” x 10 yds 

• Clear and Easy to see through 
• Easy to remove from around embroidery and machine stitching 
• Embossed backside prevents curling and shifting 
• Perfect for fabrics that can’t be wet such as velvet, wool, satin, etc. 
• Trace intricate quilt patterns onto Heat Magic for an easy guide when free motion  

quilting or thread painting. 
• Prevents loops from coming through the embroidery on high pile fabrics such as towels 

and terry cloth. 

1. Place a piece of Heat Magic on the surface of the hooped item, bumpy side 
touching the fabric, and secure the outer corners with tape to prevent move-
ment.   

2. Complete the embroidery design. 
3. Tear away as much of the Heat Magic as possible from around the design. 
4. Place your heated iron directly on top of the embroidery to remove the excess 

stabilizer.  Be sure your iron temp is at least 300°F (148°C).   

1. Place a piece Heat Magic within the hoop with the item to be embroidered. Use 
a piece at least one inch larger than the outer perimeter of the hoop and place 
the bumpy side of the stabilizer against the fabric.  

2. Embroider the design.   
3. Tear away as much of the Heat Magic from around the design as possible. 
4. Place your heated iron directly on top of the embroidery to remove the excess         

stabilizer.  Be sure your iron temp is at least 300°F (148°C).  



Fusible Sheer Support for Delicate Fabrics 
 
There are many delicate fabrics such as silk, satin, dupioni, taffeta and others that can be 
damaged by the embroidery process.  The constant needle penetration on the light fibers can 
cause shredding and distortion.  Silk Magic creates a protective barrier for the stitching to 
form in without changing the drape or feel of the fabric.  Simply fuse one layer of this magical 
material to the back of the fabric to be embellished and then stabilize as normal.  Silk Magic 
will add support without bulk and help your masterpiece come to life! 
 
 

To use Sheer Magic: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sizes available:  30” x 3 yds, 30” x 25 yds 

• Creates a bond with delicate fabrics without changing the face or drape of the fabric 
• Fuse over the back of an embroidery design to cover scratchy stitches. 
• Keeps fabric from raveling or shredding during the embroidery or stitching process.  
• Available in Natural and Black  

1. Cut a piece of Sheer Magic at least one inch larger than the embroidery design area. 
2. Place the fusible side (textured side) of Sheer Magic to the wrong side of the fabric and 

press using a low temp, dry iron (silk setting)                                                                                      
**It is necessary to use a pressing cloth or sheet between the iron and Sheer Magic.   

3. Using the appropriate stabilizer in addition to Sheer Magic, embroider or embellish the 
garment.   

4. If desired, after the embroidery is complete, fuse one layer of Sheer Magic over the 
back of the design to keep it from scratching the wearer’s skin.  Use a burst of steam to 
create a permanent bond between Sheer Magic and the base fabric.                             
**Refer to step two when fusing. 



Fusible Woven Support for Dense Embroidery on Light Fabrics 
 
Adding embroidery to some fabrics can cause distortion.  This can be due to the density of the 
embroidery or the lack of thread count in the fabric.  Adding a high stitch count embroidery 
design to fabrics like quilt cotton, batiste or silk can cause puckering and/or uneven outlines.  
Fusing Sheer Magic Plus to the fabric before stabilizing will give the needed support for the 
embroidery to relax and lay properly.  Sheer Magic Plus will not change the drape of the     
material but removes the need for “over stabilizing” which can cause the design to become 
hard or stiff.   
 
 

To use Sheer Magic Plus: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If desired, after the embroidery is complete, fuse one layer of Sheer Magic Plus over the back 

of the design to keep it from scratching the wearer’s skin.  Use a burst of steam to create a 

permanent bond between Sheer Magic and the base fabric.                                                               

**Refer to step two when fusing. 

 

Sizes available:  30” x 3 yds, 30” x 25 yds 

• Creates a bond with delicate fabrics without changing the face or drape of the fabric 
• Fuse over the back of an embroidery design to cover scratchy stitches. 
• Keeps fabric from raveling or shredding during the embroidery or stitching process.  
• Available in Natural and Black  

1. Cut a piece of Sheer Magic at least one inch larger than the embroidery design area. 
2. Place the fusible side (textured side) of Sheer Magic Plus to the wrong side of the fabric 

and press using a low temp, dry iron (silk setting) **It is necessary to use a pressing 
cloth or sheet between the iron and Sheer Magic Plus.   

3. Using the appropriate stabilizer in addition to Sheer Magic Plus, embroider or embellish 
the garment.   



Pressure Sensitive Fusible Webbing for Applique 

 

Create perfect appliqué for quilts, home dec items and garments with ease using Jenny’s Web 
Magic.  Printable sheets allow you to print the appliqué image directly on Web Magic or simply 
trace your own design!  Once the image is printed on Web Magic simply fuse it to the wrong 
side of your appliqué fabric, peel back the release paper and stick the appliqué into place.  The 
pressure sensitive side of Web Magic allows for easy repositioning and accurate placement for 
intricate patterns.  Enjoy soft, flexible appliqués and needle friendly stitching that are sure to 
make your appliqués noticeably perfect! 

 

Traditional Appliqué using Web Magic 

**Remember that your traced image will be reversed once it is traced onto the paper side of Web Magic.  
Make adjustments to the original image to prevent this. 

 

**NOTE: All irons heat differently.  The iron temperature given above is a starting point.  If you find that you 
are not getting a good fuse, slowly increase your irons temperature until you achieve a good bond.   
 

Web Magic is also ideal for turning free standing embroideries into appliqués!                                                     
Visit www.rnkdistributing.com for projects and ideas using this amazing appliqué product! 

 
 

Sizes Available:  9” x 5 yds, 8.5” x 11” printable sheets 

• Pressure sensitive side makes re-positioning multiple pieces a snap and keeps them 
from moving when pressing into place! 

• Machine washable and dry cleanable 
• Won’t gum up machine needles 

1. Trace or print the design to be appliquéd onto the protective paper sheet of Web Magic.  
*Remember to use the “reverse” of the image.                                                                      
Tip! Use a light box or trace at a window for accuracy! 

2. Trim around the image leaving at least ¼” inch of Web Magic outside the traced lines. 
3. Fuse Web Magic to the wrong side of decorative fabric using a medium/high               

temperature on your iron (No Steam). The fusible side of Web Magic is the soft/shiny 
side.  Hold the iron in place for at least 3 seconds and then flip the piece over and press 
again on the fabric side. 

4. After it has cooled, cut out the appliqué design using the trace lines. 
5. Peel back the protective sheet to expose the sticky surface. 
6. Position the appliqué piece on the garment and press in to place using a medium/high 

iron temperature. Hold the iron to the appliqué for at least 3 seconds.  *Press on the ap-
pliqué side and the fabric side for maximum bonding. 

7. Finish by stitching around the appliqué with a satin or decorative stitch. 

http://www.rnkdistributing.com


Semi-Permanent – Fusible Webbing 
 

Adhere beautiful appliqués, patches and embellishments with the heat of your iron using Jen-
ny’s new Web Magic Lite®.  Don’t let the name fool you – Web Magic Lite® only feels weight-
less – its bond is Magic! 
 
 

Directions for Use: 

 

Preparing the appliqué fabric and the fabric to which it will be applied is a very important step.  
It is recommended to pre-wash both fabrics if at all possible to remove any sizing or starch 
used in the manufacturing process which may adversely affect the bond.  Do not use fabric  
softener or dryer sheets when laundering.  Pre-laundering will also remove any shrinkage and 
this will aid in producing the most beautiful and durable appliqué possible.   
 
 
 
 

**Remember that your traced image will be reversed once it is traced onto the paper side of Web Magic 
Lite®. Make adjustments to the original image if necessary. 

 

**NOTE: All irons heat differently. The iron temperature given above is a starting point. If you find that you 
are not getting a good fuse, slowly increase your irons temperature until you achieve a good bond.  

 

Sizes Available: 
10" x 5yd, 25.4 cm x 4.57M (approximately) or  1" x 10yd, 2.54 cm x 9.14 M (approximately) 

• Use for all crafting, quilting and home décor. 

• Sewing is optional – heat will seal the bond – even through laundering! 
• This flexible light webbing is ideal for silks and delicates yet durable enough for children ’s clothing! 
• Needle Friendly – stitch for hours with no gummy needles! 

• Layered appliqués will no longer feel stiff or bulky. 
• Convenient tape size rolls are ideal for adhering trims and edging to many projects! 

1. Trace, print or draw the design to be appliquéd onto the protective paper side of Web Magic Lite®.                   
      *Remember to  use the "reverse" of the image. Tip! Use a light box or trace at a window for  
       accuracy! 
2. Rough cut (trim) around the image leaving at least ¼" inch of Web Magic Lite® outside the traced  
       lines. 
3. Place the fusible side of Web Magic Lite® to wrong side of the appliqué fabric. 
4. Fuse Web Magic Lite® to the appliqué fabric using a medium/high temperature on your iron (No  
       Steam). Hold the iron in place for at least 3 seconds and then flip the piece over and press again on  
       the fabric side. 
5. Let the appliqué piece completely cool. 
6. Cut out the appliqué design using the trace lines. 
7. Peel back the protective sheet to expose the fusible surface. 
8. Position the appliqué piece on the base fabric or garment and press in to place using a medium/high  
       iron temperature. Hold the iron to the appliqué for at least 3 seconds. *Press on the appliqué side  
       and the fabric side for maximum bonding. 
9. Finish by stitching around the appliqué with a satin or decorative stitch if desired. 



Self Adhesive Embroidery Design Placement Paper 
 
Ever wonder how Jenny creates such large gorgeous embroidery ensembles with perfection?  
Now you will know her secret!  Print a template of each of your embroidery designs on Jenny’s 
new Template Magic from your embroidery software.  Stick the template down onto the      
surface of the fabric to be embroidered in the desired position.  Use the center crossing lines 
to position your embroidery hoop and center the design with complete accuracy.  Once posi-
tioned, remove the template and use it again the next time you stitch the design. Template 
Magic is sheer enough to see the background fabric through the paper so that designs can be 
easily and accurately positioned!  Use for positioning embroidery designs on any surface such 
as quilts, jackets, jeans and more!  
 
To use Template Magic: 
 
     

**Follow the directions below for hooping your fabric.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

**A picture tutorial is available on the RNK Distributing website:  www.rnkdistributing.com 
 

Size Available:  8.5” x 11” printable sheets – 20 sheets per package 

1. Load one sheet of Template Magic in your printer’s paper tray. 
2. Print the design template from your embroidery software. This should include a light print of the  

actual design, cross hairs running through the center of the design to aid in alignment and a line 
around the entire perimeter of the design to show the outer most stitching points. 

3. Trim Template Magic, if desired, to the outer perimeter of the printed design. (Most software has 
the option to print a square around the design to show the outer most stitching points) 

4. Peel back the release paper to expose the sticky surface. 
5. Stick the trimmed template to the fabric surface in the desired position, re-position if needed. 

A. Lay the inner part of the embroidery frame on the surface of the item to be embroidered. (The      
Template Magic will be inside the frame stuck to the garment.) 

B. Align the centering marks on the hoop with the printed cross hairs on the Template Magic as 
closely as possible. 

C. Slide the outer frame under the garment or fabric and hoop the item.  *Tip – Use a few pieces 
of   Wonder Tape by Collins on the underside of your inner embroidery frame to keep it from 
shifting while you hoop! 

D. Lower your needle by turning the hand-wheel of your machine to make sure the design is 
aligned in the center.  If you are off, simply use your machines centering feature to move the 
design until the needle drops in the center of the printed Template’s cross hair lines. 

E. Remove Template Magic from the surface of the garment and embroider! 

http://www.rnkdistributing.com/


Enjoy the softness and flexibility of this super light, fusible quilt batting/fleece.  Now you can 
create “non-bulk” quilted garments such as jackets and vests that drape and move freely with 
your body.  Construction of home décor items such as pillows and table runners will be            
elegant and perfect! The fusible feature of this lofty fleece will make all your quilts and quilted 
items come together much easier. Quilt your project as random as you like, the fusing will 
help to eliminate puckering and will hold the fleece together, even through launderings! 
  
Prepping your fabric and fusible fleece:   
 

Fusing Quilt Magic to Fabric: 
Fuse the shiny, textured side of Quilt Magic to the back of the fabric using a Medium setting 

on your iron or press.  Steam is not necessary but will not harm the fleece if you use it while 

pressing the item.   

Be sure your iron touches the fabric, NOT the fleece.  Use a press cloth if necessary.   

**Just like traditional quilt batting, it is also recommended to cut Quilt Magic at least one inch 

larger than your fabric piece and then trim to size once it is fused in to place. 

 **Because all irons vary in temperature settings, start at a lower setting when fusing the 

fabric to fleece and gradually increase the heat setting until you get a good fuse! 

 

 Sizes available:  59” x 15 yards, 59” x 5 yards or 59” x 1 yard 

1. If using a fabric that has a risk of shrinkage, it is advised to pre-shrink the fabric by pre-
washing.   

2. Try something fun and different!! If your goal is to have an antiquated looking quilt, do 
not pre-wash or pre-shrink your fabric. When washed in warm water the fabric will 
slightly draw around the fused fleece creating a very unique quilted look.  This tech-
nique works beautifully with redwork designs on premium quilt cotton. 



Double Fusible Fleece for Quilting and Home Dec 
 
Quilt Magic Plus is the newest addition to the creative line of Jenny Haskins products for RNK Distrib-
uting.  This fleece is incredibly soft, light weight and has a fusible coating on both sides!  You can now fuse 
your quilt top and back to one piece of the fleece with NO pinning!  This eliminates puckers and pulls when 
you begin quilting the quilt and reduces the amount of stitching needed to hold the quilt together!  
 
Fusible quilt batting/fleece has been around for a while but not until now has there been a double-side 
version!  The creative possibilities are endless!  Beginner quilters will enjoy the ease of stitching through 
multiple layers without the fabric shifting or “crawling”.  This is extremely crucial where points and corners 
meet and the fabric is on the bias.  Fusing the fleece to the back of the fabric will create much needed sta-
bility for stitching and will allow you to be more creative with your machine’s built in decorative stitches! 

 
To use Quilt Magic Plus: 
 

Fusing Quilt Magic Plus between Fabrics: 
** Because Quilt Magic Plus has a fusible coating on both sides, it is important to have a pressing sheet or          
parchment paper on hand when using to protect your iron and/or ironing board  

 

**It is not recommended to bond both fabric pieces at once.  “Sandwiching” the fleece between two layers of fabric 
may seem like a short cut but the bottom (unseen) layer of fabric may become wrinkled. Do one side at a time!  
 
**Just like traditional quilt batting, it is also recommended to cut Quilt Magic Plus at least one inch larger than your 
fabric piece and then trim to size once it is fused in to place.  
 
**Because all irons vary in temperature settings, it is important to do some testing before beginning your project.  
Start at a lower setting when fusing the fabric to fleece and gradually increase the heat setting until you get a good 
fuse! 

Sizes available: 59” x 1 yards, 59” x 5 yards or 59” x 15 yards 

1. If using a fabric that has a risk of shrinkage, it is advised to pre-shrink the fabric by pre-washing.  
2. Pre- shrink Quilt Magic Plus Double Fusible Fleece by gently steaming (do not touch the iron surface to the 

fleece) just before pressing it to the fabric.  
3. Try something fun and different!! If your goal is to have an antiquated looking quilt, do not pre-wash or           

pre-shrink your fabric and/or fusible fleece. When washed in warm water the fabric will slightly draw around 
the fused fleece creating a very unique quilted look. This technique works beautifully with redwork designs 
on     premium quilt cotton.  

1. Line your pressing surface with a piece of parchment paper or pressing sheet.   
2. Align your fabric over the fleece and place on your pressing surface.   
3. Press with your iron to bond the fleece to the fabric.  (Do not use a “back and forth” motion, pick the iron up 

and move it each time) Steam is not necessary but will not harm the fleece if you use it while pressing the 
item. Be sure your iron touches the fabric, NOT the fleece. Use a second pressing sheet or a piece of      
parchment paper  between your iron and cloth if necessary. **Remember that steam will cause slight  
shrinkage in your fleece and fabric. Prep your materials by pre-shrinking if this is not your overall goal for the 
piece you are working on.  

4. Flip the piece over and repeat the process.  Because fabric is already bonded to one side it is not necessary to 
have your pressing surface covered unless some of the fleece is exposed. 


